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Abstract
Information Retrieval System (IRS) is an automated mechanism of
retrieving required information from a collection of unstructured or semistructured data. IRS reduces the efforts of identifying the required
information from an enormous database. Legal domain is one of the major
producers of complex information which consist of semi-structured and
unstructured data. Knowledge based legal information systems are
revolutionizing all processes involved in this domain and hence need for
more effective legal knowledge management approaches are increasing.
This paper proposes association rule mining as knowledge extraction
technique that can be used effectively for analyzing relatedness of
documents in legal domain. Through this work, authors present their efforts
in analyzing similarity in legal documents from the citations done in court
judgement by applying Association rule mining.
Keywords: Knowledge management, legal domain, case similarity
analysis, association rule mining, citation analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Legal domain is one of the major areas where a large amount of information is produced
over time which leads to information overload. Legal domain contains the legal
documents. Legal documents are collection of judgements given by the judges in
different courts. In legal domain information overload has adverse effects in finding the
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similar legal documents. The legal databases have numerous judgements from different
domains. To find a similar case, stakeholder needs to browse through all documents in
a database to find a set of similar judgements which is hence a time consuming and
cumbersome task. With the prior experience and knowledge, a lawyer browses database
and once he identifies an old judgement (say old_j) which satisfies the requirements,
he searches for more judgements that are similar to old_j for analysis of those
judgements. Since the number of judgements is enormous and judgements are huge and
are complex, an automated mechanism to find the similar judgements based on their
citations is a non-trivial problem.
Legal informatics is a field for effective management and organization of these legal
documents. The legal domain contains both structured and unstructured data.
Unstructured data in legal domain are the plain texts and facts in legal documents.
Structured data can be referred to the citations in legal documents, dates, courts and
case numbers. The judgements in common law system gives link to the judgements
taken in similar previous cases. These links are also known as the citations. It gives an
idea of the articles and judgements that were referred to take a judgement for a case. It
also gives the idea of cases that fall under similar category. Citation analysis is used in
legal domain to build case-citation network. Citations can be used to analyze hidden
patterns in the judgements. Citations can also be used to analyze the relationship
between the cited and the citing judgements.
In this paper an effort is made to analyze the similarity of the documents based on their
citations. The study is done on legal documents for cyber related crimes. The crimes
that are committed via internet are called the cyber-crimes. These crimes are committed
against an individual or group of individuals with a criminal motive using the modern
telecommunication systems. These cyber-crimes include phishing, email fraud, spams,
hacking, illegal downloading etc. Indian parliament passed an act called the
‘information technology Act 2000’ on May 2000, to ensure the control over cybercrimes. The dataset for the analysis belongs to the ‘Information Technology Act 2000’.
Association rule can be defined as if/then statements, used to find hidden relationships
between seemingly unrelated data. Application of association rule on citations of the
judgements gives citations that frequently occur together. If two or more judgements
have a set of citations that were cited frequently together in the dataset, then it can be
inferred that they belong to a similar category and also that there exist relationship
among cited frequent documents. Extraction of such relationship among legal
documents may help in saving time and man labor while searching a database or library
to find the similar cases and relevant legal documents.
1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
Legal analytics is the process of acquiring valuable information from the pre-recorded
data to assist legal practitioners. It involves extracting data present in legal documents,
aggregating the data to give the judgements that were unknown previously. According
to legal professionals, analytics though is a late entrant in legal domain is radically
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changing legal education, legal proceedings in the courts and legal research [1]. Legal
analytics uses advanced technologies like NLP, machine learning, to tidy-up, organize
and analyze data from the legal documents. Legal analytics gives judges and lawyers
an idea of how the judgements were taken for similar cases and also precisely how will
the decision be taken in future insights [2][3].
Artificial Intelligence automates the process of problem solving and legal reasoning.
Legal texts, documents and norms have their own logical characters which can be
represented as facts based on their application of rules [4][5]. In the field of legal
domain, intelligent systems do the data acquisition, building of knowledge models and
the implementation of systems. There are different tools that are suited for the
evaluation of the intelligent systems in legal domain. The classification system
categorizes legal cases into most appropriate categories to build a knowledge model if
needed. There is always an involvement of knowledge engineers who does the analysis
to build the knowledge base. Intelligent systems automatically analyses and build the
knowledge bases and hence minimizing the role of the knowledge engineers. These
systems help the domain experts to build, organize and maintain the knowledge bases
easily [6][7]. Since legal domain produces a huge amount of information, more
intelligent techniques are to be used to provide a better grouping of the legal documents.
Unsupervised text mining techniques have been used in this domain to facilitate the
development of logic in legal documents by providing better and efficient insights into
the available data [8][9].
Unstructured information holds the hidden relations that contain the links between
different documents known as citations. Knowledge based legal information systems is
need of the day. Citation analysis is a method to discover the hidden relationships
between the documents and used to analyze the knowledge transfer from authors,
articles and documents from various domains. Hence the study on citations of the legal
documents becomes significant .Citation from a patent to a scholarly article provides
information of the industrial and commercial application of that publication. The
analysis of patent citation gives an idea of the relationship between science and
industry. Since Google patents do not provide indexing for the academic citations, the
process of bibliometric study on patent citations is time-consuming. It also does not
support API searches and it becomes difficult to search in a large scale using its inbuilt
interface. So, an automatic Bing search using the Bing crawl resolves the problem. It is
in combination with the automatic filtering of results for the duplicate data produced
by the Bing search. [10]
Similarity search and precedent search is widely used operation by legal professionals.
There are many methods like legal-term cosine similarity and all-term cosine similarity
that gives a better similarity result. The legal-term cosine method proves to be a better
way to find the similarity. Vector space model is used in this method for similarity
computation. For a legal cosine similarity, only terms that are there in the legal
dictionary are considered to be the representative terms and for each term the tf-idf
values are calculated. In all-term cosine method, instead of the terms in the legal
dictionary, all the terms are considered to be the representative terms [11]. The
Bibliographic similarity method is used with the number of the common out-citations.
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Legal-term cosine and bibliographic similarity method proved to be the efficient
methods to find the similar legal judgements. Network analysis in legal domain has the
ability to bring about major change in the analysis and management of legal information
[12]. It is an emerging research field which aims at representing legal concepts as nodes
and relations among them as edges. This approach has been very popular among
research community both in information technology as well as law. Several scholars
noticed that the law citation contain valuable information that gives us the relevance of
the previous judgements. [13] Citations can be analyzed as citation networks. Case
citation networks are scale-free that means very small number of cases receive most
citations. The network analysis done on the Canadian Law shows that the in-degree
centrality and PageRank scores of case law within the Canadian Law database are
effective predictors of how frequently those cases will be viewed on the websites.
Plotting the network ranking of a case overtime and determining the slope can help to
pinpoint the most influential cases [13]. Citations can also be analyzed independently
as structured data for more insights into the relatedness of legal documents and legal
issues. This relation can be explored using association rule mining. The advantage of
association rule lies in its simplicity in providing outcomes in the form of readily
understandable rules which can then be analyzed, evaluated and examined. Basic
association rule mining algorithms produce all possible patterns from a given dataset.
The produced pattern is then pruned to filter out the non-frequent patterns and generate
rules for the frequently occurring patterns. These methods are time consuming and
require more computational resources. In order to minimize the time and computational
requirements, finding the maximum co-occurring pattern without finding all the
possible frequent pattern combinations at once and filtering them out later will be a
more efficient method. This approach will have significantly less time consumption and
less usage of computational resources [14]. Association rule is utilized to distinguish
the relation amongst hypertension and different modifiable hazard factors, for example,
smoking or drinking, trying to build up a hypertension-management program [15].
II. METHODOLOGY
Methodology used for the study has three major steps - Data collection, Data Preprocessing and Building and evaluating the knowledge model. This can be represented
using figure 1:

Fig.1 Methodology
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2.1 DATA COLLECTION
Citation dataset used in this paper is made from the online database
‘indiankanoon.org’. Citations of all the cases under the Information Technology Act
2000 conducted in different high courts in different states of India are taken from this
website. The dataset was first made in a case and citation format. The column ‘cases’
had all the cases under information technology act 2000 and the second column
contained all the citations cited by the corresponding cases. The dataset had 597
observations.
2.2 DATA PREPROCESSING
The preprocessing and analysis of the dataset are done using R Studio. The first step of
preprocessing removed all the unwanted terms from the citations and cases for
appropriate output. Secondly the unique id’s for the cases and citations are given to get
more detailed information. If there is a citation that is being repeated the id for the
citation is used. Then the two column format is converted into a row-column format
where the rows are the cases and number of columns represents the number of citations
with the citation ids’. The dataset is then transformed into transactions (into a sparse
matrix) for applying the algorithm. The purpose of converting the original dataset into
transaction data is to remove broken data across multiple rows since the number of
citations may differ in each case.
2.3 BUILDING AND EVALUATING KNOWLEDGE MODEL
The transaction dataset is trained using the Apriori algorithm. Association rule gives an
idea of how frequently a citation occurs in combination with another citation. The
support measure in association rule gives idea of how frequently a citation appears in
the database and confidence is the measure of number of times the if/then statements
have been found true. Another important value in association rule is lift. It is the
confidence of a rule divided by the expected confidence.
Once the dataset is in transaction format apriori algorithm is applied on the data
specifying the support and confidence value. This algorithm is used for finding pattern
of frequent itemsets in the dataset and the association rule that defines the pattern.





Apriori algorithm mines frequent itemsets for Boolean rules.
This algorithm uses a bottom-up approach where frequent subset is extended
one at a time.
It is designed to apply on transaction data example. Information of website
frequentation.
The property of Apriori says that – any subset of frequent itemsets is also
frequent.

The Apriori algorithm performs a level-wise search. For the first iteration it counts the
entire 1-itemsets find the count that is more than the threshold. Then it combines those
itemsets to form 2-itemsets, counts them to and checks for large 2-itemsets [16].
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig 2 shows the list of 20 rules with their support and confidence value with the proper
count of how frequently the itemset occurred in the dataset.


From the list it is clear that most frequently occurred itemset is {1104} →{1117}
in the dataset.

Fig. 2 List showing 20 rules








The rules for the support value 0.04 and confidence value 0.80 is shown in Fig. 3.
Each rule is represented with a circle in the figure. In the graph, confidence level
is represented with the size of the circle and lift value is represented with the
intensity of the color of the circle.
The rules generated for 12 of the itemsets is shown in Fig. 4. The lhs and rhs
simply mean left hand side and right hand side. Table clearly tells us that 4.1 %
(support) transactions comprises {881,882} in the dataset. The confidence value
tells that for combination {881,882} there is 88.8 % possibility that the citation
1029 is also cited with it.
Citation 881 is about fraudulent usage a forged document or electronic record as
a genuine one. Citation 882 is about forging a document or electronic record
purposefully for cheating purpose. The citation 1029 is about cheating and
delivering a property dishonestly . Hence the citations have similarity since they
tell about fraudulent and purposeful cheating.
The case ids’ 428 (Veerdavinder Singh And Anr vs State Of Punjab Etc on 24
February, 2015) and 440 (Harjot Kaur vs State Of Punjab on 8 December, 2015)
cites {881, 882, 1029}, therefore, based on the rule, we can say that the cases 428
and 440 are similar and can be considered to fall under cheating and fraudulent
activities.
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Similarly from the figure 3, rule says that the citation {1117} is associated with the
citation {1103, 1104}. From Fig. 3 it is clear that for the citation {1103, 1104}
there is 92.85% possibility that {1107} is also cited along with it.
The citations 1103, 1104 and 1107 are the sections 468,467 and 471 of IPC
respectively that tells about fraudulent activities. Therefore the cases that cite these
citations may belong to a similar category or have some elements that the cases
may have in common.

Fig. 3 Graph showing 20 rules

Fig. 4 Table showing rules of {881,882} -> {1029}
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper association rule mining is used to find the similarity between cases using
the citations. Apriori algorithm generates a set of rules that gives the idea of how
frequently a case is being cited in other cases in the dataset. From the result we can
deduce that two or more judgements with citations that frequently occur together are
similar. Hence these cases can be assumed to be of the same category. It can also be
inferred that the citations occurring together frequently are also related with each other.
Citation based association Rule Mining approach can be used in similarity searches in
legal databases and digital legal libraries to get the relevant documents.
The future work lies in finding rules using other association rule mining algorithms like
the AIS, FP growth, Apriori Hybrid for higher efficiency, accuracy and also to improve
the performance of the system. This work focuses on one subdomain of law. It can
further be extended to cover more domains to understand interrelationships of legal
issues across subdomains of law.
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